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Ladies and Gents: 

 

Before we start, I am hosting my 3
rd

 annual dinner in Chicago this year on Tuesday, August 4.  

Located in the heart of Little Italy, Tufanos is my favorite Italian restaurant in Chicago.  This is 

nothing fancy, just quality family style dining.  A true south side of Chicago experience.  I have 

been going to Tufanos since the early 60’s with my father before Blackhawk games.   

 

Bring your significant others…bring your kids if you want.  My mother and my kids will be 

joining us.  My ex-wife may even make an appearance.  I am staying at the Omni Hotel on 

Michigan Avenue from August 2-5.  Here is a link to the restaurant.  

https://sites.google.com/site/tufanosrestaurant/  

 

YEN CORRELATIONS???   WHAT YEN CORRELATIONS??? 
 

Since QE arrived, the correlation which used to work on Monday may not work on Tuesday, but 

on Wednesday it was working again.  The whole of the marketplace has not made any sense for 

quite some time now.  The month of April cost me some money.  The month of April is behind 

us.  May 1 was a good day for me…thank you Japanese Yen.   

 

For the whole month of April I have watched the yen correlations breakdown repeatedly.  What 

used to be a safe haven currency has not acted that way AT ALL in April.  Let me explain.   

 

Three weeks ago the DJIA traded as many as 360 points lower…the yen traded lower all day too.  

The DJIA finished 280 points lower on that Friday.  The yen closed five ticks higher.  Under 

normal circumstances, the yen should have been up 50-100 ticks.  Something stunk three weeks 

ago.  Something still stinks today.   

 

Two weeks ago the stock market rallied and the yen rallied with it.  I scratched my head in 

disbelief eventually covering my short yen position for a 50-tick profit as opposed to a 100-tick 

profit. 

 

I was asked this week in Las Vegas my opinion on the yen.  Thinking outside the box, this is 

what I came up with. 

 

What used to be a safe haven currency is no longer.  With the Nikkei trading at 20-year highs, 

the Bank of Japan achieved the desired result of a weaker yen which will in time produce greater 

profits for Japan Inc.  With a strong stock market, the Bank of Japan does not need to keep its 

foot on the QE accelerator.  The yen strengthens…life is good.  Anyone want a cheap Toyota?  

But who needs a cheap Toyota with Crude Oil at $50.      

 

But when the world bourses go into correction mode, the initial reaction by the world traders is 

to buy the yen and buy it they did.  The only problem…we saw the DJIA fall 75 points on 

Wednesday and the yen lost 8 ticks.  On Thursday the DJIA lost 195 points.  At one point in the 

https://sites.google.com/site/tufanosrestaurant/


morning the traders bid the yen up to +38 ticks on the day.  By days end the yen finished 30 ticks 

lower at 8378.  Thursday is the day I got my sell signal.  Thursday is the day I got short.      

 

What used to be a safe haven currency is no more???  When world bourses go into decline the 

yen goes with it because at the end of the day the Bank of Japan knows the meaning of insanity.  

Doing the same thing over and over again but expecting a different result.  The BOJ were insane 

for 20+ years.  There is a new game in Tokyo and it’s called QE.  They will not take their foot 

off the QE gas pedal until they achieve their desired result.   

 

So when world bourses decline the likelihood of the Bank of Japan increasing the QE ante goes 

up in my humble opinion.  That is why we saw the yen fall this week when stocks were offered 

as well. 

 

With the DJIA down 270 points on Wednesday and Thursday, the players definitely bought the 

yen and were sucking wind on it to the tune of about 40 ticks.  On Friday the DJIA rallies 183 

points and the players have to take their losses.  The yen closes 62 ticks lower on Friday. 

 

What we saw over the past three trading days in the yen tells me this currency is in BIG TIME 

trouble.  The yen sells off when it should rally and then falls out of bed when it should fall out of 

bed.   

 

I am definitely talking my book.  I would think the smart money got out of their longs on Friday.  

The dumb money will get stopped out with a trade below 8280 and if this happens on Monday 

we could easily be testing the old lows at 8195-8207 before Payrolls on Friday.   

 

The point I am trying to make…if there are traders thinking they yen is going up, they will look 

to buy breaks getting long.  They won’t be looking to get short.  The longs will provide the fuel 

needed to drive this currency lower still.  Do you think the Bank of Japan will get in their way to 

support the yen?  I don’t think so either.   

 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT…Japan Inc. imports of all their oil to run their factories.  A weaker yen 

translates into higher costs to run their factories.  These higher costs could be a deterrent to 

having a weaker yen.  But with Crude Oil trading 40% to 50% below levels of the past five 

years, a weaker yen does not hurt Japan Inc. as much as it could.  The yen can and will go a lot 

lower.  

 

MORE FOOD FOR THOUGHT…when all is said and done and the Bank of Japan will not 

achieve the results they are looking for, they will most likely abandon QE.  It is when they 

abandon the program that the rest of the world will say Oh oh now what!!!  The only option left 

will be to devalue.  That is when the yen will get hammered overnight.  That is when you cover 

your shorts and retire.   

 

Led by the long-end…just the way I like it, the treasuries got trounced this week.  When I 

say I love when the long-end leads, I like to look at the number of ticks (in this case lower) 

the bonds are down versus the notes.  I consider the bonds leading lower when they are 

down twice as many ticks as the notes.  In this case you can see the bonds are down three 



times as many ticks as the notes.  This means the yield curve is steepening (30-year rates 

are rising quicker than 10-year rates) which is good for the banks, but not very good for 

the housing market. 

 

Food for thought…over the past two weeks ZBM is down 251 ticks versus ZNM down 65 

ticks.  That is over 4 to 1 and that is the type of number which will be hard to reverse out of 

when the time comes.  If these treasuries ever do bottom out the process will be slow.  In 

other words…sell rallies...sell rallies…sell rallies. 
 

CREDIT MARKETS      
 

WEEKLY  
 

                            04/24/15                       05/01/15                         CHANGE  

 

ZBM                     16218                          15720                            -158 ticks  

ZNM                     12912.5                       12725                            -51.5 ticks 

GEH 2019            9776.5                          9753                              -23.5 ticks 

30-Yr                    2.617%                        2.827%                          +0.210  

10-Yr                    1.917%                        2.117%                          +0.200%  
 

YEAR-TO-DATE 2014  
 

                             12/31/14                        05/01/15                        CHANGE  

 

ZBM                     15903                             15720                           -47 ticks  

ZNM                     12602.5                          12725                          +54.5 ticks  

GEH 2019            9729                               9753                             +24 ticks 

30-Yr                   2.749%                           2.827%                         +0.078%  

10-Yr                   2.170%                           2.117%                         -0.053% 

 

Without looking at the weekly numbers posted below, one would think the stock market got 

hammered this week?  Think again.  The Russell 2000 took a good hit and NDX was also down 

1.25%.  But DJX and SPX were down minimal.   

 

A better than expected ADP number on Wednesday could set us up for a good Payroll number 

on Friday.  As always we will take things one day at a time, but I am looking for a strong market 

going into Payrolls on Friday.  I think these markets are set up to test the old highs. 

   

FOOD FOR THOUGHT…Initial Claims on Thursday at 262,000 was the lowest number since 

April 2000.  Initial Claims for the past eight weeks have all been below 300,000.  The last time 

we saw that many consecutive weeks of sub 300,000 Initial Claims was January 20, 2000 to 

April 27, 2000.  More food for thought…NDX topped out on March 27, 2000.  By May 24, 2000 

the NDX fell 2000 points or 41%.  Hmmmm…if you don’t see what I am getting at, reread this 

paragraph.   



 

The point I am trying to make…they say volatility is always found at highs and lows of moves.  

For the past five months or basically December 2014 and all of 2015 we have seen increased 

volatility at the highs of a six-year bull market.  Building a top is a process.  Building tops take 

time.  I wonder if stellar job numbers out on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday will finally mark 

a top in these indices markets.   

 

In 2015 alone we have seen the DAX and the EuroStoxx50 surge 24% and 26% respectively.  

Technically speaking, these could be considered “blow off tops.”  In just three weeks the DAX 

and EuroStoxx50 are down 8% and 6% respectively.  The Dow Transports have not acted well 

topping out in November of 2014 and trading anywhere from 6% to 7% below those November 

highs.  Something stinks.  I think we are very close to a high.  I think the next 20% is lower…not 

higher.   

 

INDEX MARKETS 

 

WEEKLY 
 

                             04/24/15                      05/01/15                          CHANGE  

 

DJX                       18080                           18024                         -56 (-0.30%)  

SPX                        2117                             2108                            -9 (-0.42%) 

NDX                       4536                             4479                          -57 (-1.25%)  

RUX                       1267                             1228                          -39 (-3.07%) 

 

APRIL         
 

                             03/31/15                      04/30/15                          CHANGE  

 

DJX                       17776                           17840                         +66 (+0.37%)  

SPX                        2067                             2085                          +18 (+0.87%) 

NDX                       4333                             4414                          +81 (+1.86%)  

RUX                       1252                             1220                           -32 (-1.19%) 

 

YEAR-TO-DATE 2015  
 

                             12/31/14                      05/01/15                          CHANGE  

 

DJX                       17823                           18024                       +201 (+1.12%)  

SPX                        2058                             2108                          +50 (+2.42%) 

NDX                       4236                             4479                        +243 (+5.73%)  

RUX                       1204                             1228                          +24 (+1.99%) 

 

2015 



 

JANUARY               FEBRUARY               MARCH 

 

                           CHANGE                          CHANGE                         CHANGE 

 

DJX                -659 (-3.69%)                   +968 (+5.63%)                   -356 (-1.96%) 

SPX                  -64 (-3.10%)                   +110 (+5.51%)                     -37 (-1.75%) 

NDX                 -88 (-2.07%)                   +292 (+7.03%)                   -107 (-2.40%) 

RUX                 -15 (-3.23%)                     +68 (+5.83%)                    +19 (+1.54%) 

 

 

                        APRIL                           MAY                          JUNE 

 

                           CHANGE                          CHANGE                         CHANGE 

 

DJX                +66 (+0.37%) 

SPX                +18 (+0.87%)  

NDX               +81 (+1.86%)    

RUX                -32 (-1.19%)  

 

One day at a time…one trade at a time.  I am short the yen…you don’t want to know how many.  

If you knew, you wouldn’t sleep at night.  If I was a gambling man I would be trading the indices 

from the long side buying breaks at Pivot Points.  If this is your trade of choice, do not get 

greedy.  I think we will see two-way indices trade with a bullish bias. 

 

My main position is short the yen.  I do not need to overegg any omelets at this time.  There is 

enough critical data out this week to move this yen around a bit.  I need to manage this position 

at this time with no distractions.  I have a 60-tick lead on a trade which appears to be readying 

itself for a test of some critical support levels below.  If I can get well enough onside, I may just 

run this trade into Payrolls on Friday.  “Well enough onside” can be defined as the yen trading 

below 8250.  I am short at 8378.             

 

Posted below is the data for next week.  All times are Central Time.   

. 

05/04      7:30 AM      Gallup US Consumer Spending Measure 

               9:00 AM      Factory Orders 

             11:25 AM      Charles Evans Speaks 

             11:30 AM      TD Ameritrade IMX 

               2:00 PM       John Williams Speaks 

   

05/05      7:30 AM      International Trade  

                                    Gallup US Economic Confidence Index 

               8:45 AM      PMI Services Index 

               9:00 AM      ISM Non-Manufacturing Index 

             11:25 AM      Charles Evans Speaks 

               7:00 PM       Narayan Kocherlakota Speaks 



 

05/06      6:00 AM      MBA Mortgage Applications 

               7:15 AM      ADP Employment Report 

               7:30 AM      Gallup US Job Creation Index  

                                    Productivity and Costs 

                                    Treasury Refunding Announcement 

               8:15 AM      Yellen Speaks  

               9:30 AM      Crude Inventories 

             12:15 PM       Esther George Speaks 

             12:30 PM       Dennis Lockhart Speaks 

 

05/07      CHAIN STORE SALES 

               6:30 AM      Challenger Job Cut Report 

               7:30 AM      Initial Claims 

                                    Gallup US Payroll to Population 

               8:45 AM      Bloomberg Consumer Comfort Index 

               9:30 AM      Nat Gas Report 

               2:00 PM       Consumer Credit 

 

05/08      7:30 AM      Non-Farm Payrolls 

               9:00 AM      Wholesale Trade 

 

Cheers,  

 

TLP 

 

PS.  The cream always rises to the top.  www.tonylaporta.com   

http://www.tonylaporta.com/


CHART ANALYSIS SECTION 

 
It is time to mix it up once again.  I have one position on.  I am short the yen from Thursday 

night with a few ticks in the trade.  With the euro rallying over 400 points this week, the best the 

yen could do was +70.  With the DJIA down 195 points on Thursday, this so called safe haven 

currency lost 30 ticks.  And on Friday with the DJIA ahead 183 points, the yen fell 62 ticks. 

 

The point I am trying to make is this.  When this currency does not rally when it should, the 

selloff when it is supposed to go down is significant.  I think the downside is vulnerable.    

 

Japanese Yen Daily Chart …this market closed at its lowest level since April 9.  I am looking 

for a significant follow through lower next week.  Two consecutive closes below 8280 will 

signal a retest of the old lows of the move.   

 

Japanese Yen Monthly Chart…for almost a year now the monthly highs have been stair-

stepping lower.  All the possible bullish correlations are not working.  The best we can do here is 

get short and walk away.  This market is in serious trouble.  A retest of the old lows of the move 

is a selling opportunity.  I am looking for the big handle to change soon…i.e…the 8 as in 8300 to 

change to a 7 as in 7900.  And guess what is after the 7?  You guessed it…6 as in 6900.  This 

market sucks in a big way.  Lookout below.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 







You want volatility at the highs.  ESM traded 2070.25 late on Thursday afternoon.  24 hours later 

ESM traded 2102.50.  With Payrolls on Friday and the only bright spot out there has been jobs, I 

am looking for this sector to anticipate a good Payroll number firming up all week.   

 

YMM Daily Chart…one look at this chart tells me the previous nasty sell off from a couple of 

weeks ago was followed by higher prices the next 5-6 trading days.  After Thursday’s nasty 

selloff, I am looking for the same type of action this coming week…higher prices in crap trade.   

 

ESM Daily Chart…with a finish back above 2100.00, it is time to squeeze the new shorts that 

entered at the end of this week.  I am looking for a test of the old highs at 2119.75.  Squeeze 

me…squeeze me.  

 

NQM Daily Chart…how many times have we seen this bullish movie.  They knock this market 

down hard only to bring it back just as hard.  If the rally continues on Monday, do not get in it’s 

way.  I am looking the this market to lead and the other indices to follow.       

 









ZBM-ZNM Spread Daily Chart…this sector is all about the spread.  I love when the long-end 

(ZBM) leads.  Look at the individual legs first.  You can see ZBM is just now testing it’s 79% 

retracement level.  And ZNM has not even tested its 61.8% level.  On the selloff it is quite easy 

to see that it is ZBM which is leading the way. 

 

Now if you look at the spread, you can see the spread is trading well below the 79% level on its 

way to test the lows of the year.  The spread is telling me to remain bearish the treasuries in 

general.  If you msut trade this sector I would look to sell the spread.  The outright legs are too 

volatile for me.  The short squeezes are painful.     

 

ZBM Daily Chart…this level her at 15712-15719 must hold.  I not only don’t think it hold, but 

I think we could easily test the lows of the year at 15427 before Payrolls on Friday.   

 

ZNM Daily Chart…this market continues to lag on the downside.  One of these days it will play 

catch-up to the bonds.  When it does start leading the treasuries lower, then we will look for a 

bottom to be in place.  Until then sell rallies…sell rallies…sell rallies. 

 

 









30-Yr Monthly Cash Chart…10-Yr Monthly Cash Chart…I was looking for lower rates this 

week which was not a good market call.  I only traded the treasuries once this week and made 

one tick in ZNM.  It is always nice to be dead wrong but not lose any money. 

 

Interest rates are in no man’s land.  Stay tuned.  I have both eyes wide open looking for a trade. 

 

Interest rates have trended lower / stair-stepped lower for the past thirty-plus years. For 

this major trend to change, we need to see 10-yr rates trade above 4.013%. 

 

 







Dollar Index Daily Chart…the old lows at 9476 and some Fibonacci levels at 9430-9460 

proved a good support level to buy this market.  The market finally bounced on Friday setting us 

up for further gains next week.  What used to be support 9630-9650 is now resistance.  

Combined with a Fibonacci level at 9670, this is the first level to look to take profits.   

 

Dollar Index Monthly Chart…from shoulder-to-shoulder 2004-2011 this H&S Bottom is a 

serious Reversal Pattern which should not be taken for granted.  World currencies are the 

greatest trending markets.  When they breakout, they will trend for years and years.   

 

What I love about this Reversal Pattern…it is not symmetrical in nature.  The novice technician 

will overlook it and its potential.  The H&S Bottom breakout above the neckline is for real. The 

H&S Bottom objective is 10600.  

 

We are seeing increased volatility at the highs of this move.  There were plenty of bulls at the 

top.  Now that we had a good correction all the bulls have gone away.  There is Non-Farm 

Payrolls on Friday.  I am looking for the dollar to firm up all week as the markets anticipate a 

good Payroll number.       

 

Eventually I think we could see a trade as high as 12000-13000 and would not rule out 15000.   

 

       







Gold Monthly Chart and Gold Daily Chart…gold finished the week unchanged at $1175.00.   

 

It is time to practice a great deal of patience.  I will not touch this market again until we get back 

down to the old lows at $1130.00-$1140.00. 
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